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Background

LearnJCU Exemplars
Good practice design for instruction, student experience, and accessibility.

The design elements, principles and rationales included in this resource are based on Australian and 
international evidence-informed best practice guidelines.  These guidelines foster student access, 
engagement, learning and experience, and contribute to quality of online learning.

The following frameworks and evidence-based literature have informed this resource:

• Technology Enhanced Learning Accreditation Standards (TELAS)

• Quality Matters (QM) Higher Education Rubric

• Opportunity through online learning: Improving student access, participation and success in higher 
education (National Centre for Student Equity in Higher Education [NCSEHE]) – these are ten National 
Guidelines for improving student outcomes in online learning

• Threshold Standards for Online Learning Environments (Australasian Council on Open, Distance and 
e-Learning [ACODE])

• Guidance note: Technology-enhanced learning (Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency 
[TEQSA]) 
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https://www.telas.edu.au/framework/
https://www.qualitymatters.org/qa-resources/rubric-standards/higher-ed-rubric
https://www.ncsehe.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/CathyStone_NATIONAL-GUIDELINES-1.pdf
https://www.acode.edu.au/pluginfile.php/1530/mod_resource/content/1/ACODE_TSFOLE_draft_1.2.pdf
https://www.teqsa.gov.au/sites/default/files/guidance-note-technology-enhanced-learning-v1-2-web.docx?v=1581309077


Eight core focus areas

Subject Orientation

Learning Outcomes

Assessment

Learning materials

Learning activities & interaction

Use of technologies

Learner support

Accessibility

Good Practice in 
LearnJCU Site Design:

Good practice design includes the following 

eight (8) core focus areas.  These focus areas 

are those that align with  best practice quality 

learning design and governance frameworks 

and contribute significantly to students’ 

learning experience and success.

LearnJCU Exemplars
Good practice design for instruction, student experience, and accessibility.
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Exemplar Subject 1

OT1011 Introduction to Occupation and Occupational Therapy
The purpose of this subject is to establish an understanding of 
the meaning and concept of occupation and to be able to apply 
an occupational perspective to human situations. 

Students will engage with the occupational therapy community 
and identify the foundational processes that underpin 
occupational therapy practice for enabling change.

Assessment

Learner support

Use of technologies

LEARNJCU SITE DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
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OT1011 Introduction to Occupation and Occupational Therapy

Assessments in this subject are varied and each includes a clear task description and LearnJCU rubric.  One of the 
assessment items is a multi-mode group assessment where students are required to create an oral presentation supported 
by a written poster.  For this group task, students are provided with a range of resources to support their successful 
completion of this task.  These supports include a narrated ‘hints and tips’ presentation created in H5P. information for 
how students can create videos using Panopto, as well as an exemplar and poster template that guide students’ creation of 
the poster.    

Assessment Use of technologies Learner support
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Assessment

As this assessment is a group task, students’ development of teamwork skills are scaffolded and supported.   Resources are 
located in the ‘teamwork resources’ content item and include templates and examples of meeting minutes, team norms 
and group contracts.  Use Panopto to create digital submissions to LearnJCU.  Students are provided with supporting 
resources to for how to create videos using Panopto and how to submit videos for assessment.  Supporting students to 
create video content contributes to developing their digital skills.

Use of technologies Learner support

OT1011 Introduction to Occupation and Occupational Therapy
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Assessment

To further support students’ teamwork skills and to help monitor group progress, the subject coordinator enabled class 
conversations communication tool for this assessment item in LearnJCU. If the class conversation tool is activated on a 
group assessment item, then students of that group and teaching staff can converse with each other in a chat like panel 
and can also enter a Collaborate session together.  For this assessment, peers in assessment groups were able to 
collaborate and communicate via a discussion board including sharing resources, posting meeting minutes and meeting in 
a private Collaborate room.  The lecturer was able to monitor group progress and provide support and guidance to the 
groups where needed

Use of technologies Learner support

Access to private 
group Collaborate 

room

OT1011 Introduction to Occupation and Occupational Therapy
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https://help.blackboard.com/Learn/Instructor/Ultra/Interact/Ultra_Conversations


Exemplar Subject 2

HS5800 Introduction to Lifestyle Medicine
In this subject introduces students to the role of lifestyle and 
social factors in physical and mental health and illness, including 
the evidence and scientific understanding for these bio-psycho-
social-cultural determinants. Key lifestyle and social factors 
explored in this subject include nutrition, physical activity, sleep, 
mindstates and mindsets (e.g. stress management, meditation, 
tobacco and substance dependence, social connection and 
technology).  

Emphasis is placed on health communication and translation that 
uses the content knowledge to build real workplace skills 
required in this modern era. 

Subject orientation

Learning outcomes

Assessment

LEARNJCU SITE DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

Learner support

Learning materials

Learning activities 
& interaction

Use of 
technologies

Accessibility 

Lifestyle Medicine

Exemplar Subject 2
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HS5800 Introduction to Lifestyle Medicine

A learning module content item has been used to structure important subject orientation information.  A short welcome video 
introduces the teaching staff and establishes the teaching presence. Included is LearnJCU site navigation information which 
helps students know where to find information.  The Subject Outline is prominently displayed, and students are provided with 
an outline of the subject structure.  These provide students with important subject information, dates and expectation about 
their learning journey.   The inclusion of an introductory discussion board, with instructions for how to use discussion boards,
contributes to the building of a learning community and students’ digital literacy skills.

Subject orientation
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Weekly Ultra Learning Module content items have been used to organise the learning content into logical learning sequences 
which aids navigation and readability.  Each week, content within the Learning Modules are presented in a simple and 
consistent manner aligned with the 5E’s model for guided inquiry.  Each week, students move through ‘discover’. ‘investigate’
and ‘evaluate’ learning content. 

Learning materials Accessibility

HS5800 Introduction to Lifestyle Medicine
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In the ‘discover’ phase, students engage with ‘hook’ content 
designed to motivate their interest in the topic and explore 
introductory concepts.  Introductory text connects learning 
from the previous week with the current week.  Weekly 
learning outcomes provide students with the main learning 
required for the week.  Students are provided with directions of 
what activities they are required to complete for the week.

A simple learning preparation activity enables students to 
engage in initial topic learning and motivates their interest.  The 
activity is clearly structured, so students understand the 
purpose of the activity, the task and what actions they need to 
complete.  Students can access alternative file formats for the 
accessible PDF.  Appropriate headers structures have been used 
to organize content.

In this example, students complete a short multi-question quiz 
to check their understanding of the key concepts.  This quiz has 
been created using a H5P question set item.  Students complete 
the quiz as many times as they need and are provided with 
automated feedback.

Learning materials

Learning activities 
& interaction

Learning outcomes

Accessibility

HS5800 Introduction to Lifestyle Medicine
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In the ‘investigate’ phase, students engage with short lecturer-
created pre-recorded (approx. 10mins) videos created using 
Panopto with captions enabled.  The provision of clear 
directions and video lengths helps students plan their learning.  
Students are provided with multiple means of representation of 
the pre-recorded lecture materials which aligns with Universal 
Design for Learning (UDL) principles (i.e. video with automated 
captions; accompanying accessible powerpoint slides where 
students can access alternative file formats using the A icon 
next to the file. Appropriate headers structures have been used 
to organize content.

Students also participate in active learning and authentic 
activities where they can apply their learning and have the 
opportunity to collaborate with peers and the lecturer 
asynchronously via discussion forums, including Ultra journals 
and Padlet.  In this example, students engage with Padlet in-line 
created using a H5P i-frame embedder item.

Learning materials

Accessibility

Use of technologies

Learning activities 
& interaction

HS5800 Introduction to Lifestyle Medicine
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In the ‘evaluate’ phase, a summary of the key concepts for the week is provided and students engage in short reflective activities to 
check their understanding of the content and self-monitor their progress towards achieving the learning outcomes.  The examples 
below showcase the use of an Ultra Journal and H5P document item to help students reflect on their learning and assessment 
progress at key points in the semester (e.g. pre-census and mid-point).  These activities enable the lecturer to provide individual 
support where required.  The third example is a check your understanding short quiz with automated feedback created using a H5P 
Question Set item.

Learning design Learner support Learning activities 
& interaction Use of technologies

HS5800 Introduction to Lifestyle Medicine
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Assessments in this subject are well described and structured logically.  Students are provided with information about how to
submit an assignment and have access to a draft SafeAssign dropbox to support their self-monitoring of academic integrity.  
Each assessment is represented in the Grade Centre and the Overall Grade feature is used to inform students of their progress.

Assessment

HS5800 Introduction to Lifestyle Medicine
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CS1022 Learning in a Digital Environment
The subject aims to develop the digital literacy skills required to 
select and use appropriate tools and technologies for learning and 
research purposes as well as communicating information, including 
the use of mobile devices. Through experiential learning activities, 
you will develop the necessary skills to use computers and other 
information communication technologies that are integral to 
learning and success at university. 

The subject also introduces students to the LearnJCU platform, 
exploring its functions and uses across different disciplines. This 
subject will enable students to apply practices that ensure their 
safety in a digital environment.

Exemplar Subject 3

LEARNJCU SITE DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

Subject orientation

Learning activities & interaction

Learner support

Learning materials

Use of technologies
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CS1022 Learning in a Digital Environment

Subject orientation

This subject sets expectations from both the staff and student point of view. Important guidelines and the subject 
outline are made available right from the start of the teaching period.  

Learner support
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Learning materials

Students engage in subject content and activities design to encourage the development of a digital identity, 
keeping safe and acting responsibly and ethically online. 

Learner support

CS1022 Learning in a Digital Environment
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Learning activities & interaction

A combination of 3rd-party and integrated tools promotes regular, active learning. These activities take the student 
beyond a basic read-watch-respond format.  The examples below include Padlet, H5P quizzes and a 3rd party tool.

Use of technologies

CS1022 Learning in a Digital Environment
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Assessment

Assessments in this subject are varied and each includes a clear task description and LearnJCU rubric.  In this subject, one 
of the assessment items is an Digiexplanation.  For this task, students use Panopto to create digital submissions to 
LearnJCU.  Students are provided with supporting resources to for how to create videos using Panopto and how to submit 
videos for assessment.  Supporting students to create video content contributes to developing their digital skills.

Use of technologies

CS1022 Learning in a Digital Environment
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CH1020 Preparatory Chemistry

This subject is a preparatory chemistry subject designed to meet 
the requirements of JCU, in particular for the B.Sc. Completion of 
this subject satisfies the chemistry entry requirements for many 
JCU degree programs.

Content includes chemistry as a science discipline; matter and 
atoms; elements and the Periodic Table; chemical bonding; 
molecular shapes and polarity; introduction to organic compounds 
and structure; moles; reaction stoichiometry; limiting reagents; 
concentrations; intermolecular interactions; gases; phase 
transitions and heat capacity; reaction kinetics and enthalpy; fuels 
and energy; chemical equilibrium; acids and bases; redox reactions.

Subject orientation

Learning design

Assessment

LEARNJCU SITE DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

Media content

Preparatory Chemistry

Exemplar Subject 4
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CH1020 Preparatory Chemistry

The subject coordinator has provided valuable information that introduces students to the subject, highlights key activities 
and provides an overview of the learning sequence used in the subject in diagrammatical form. This consistency supports 
students to understand workload expectations and predict weekly progress. A short lecturer-created welcome video using 
Panopto introduces the teaching staff and establishes the teaching presence.

Subject orientation
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Learning materials are arranged using folders named by topic and follows a consistent and logical format: 
Learn – Do – Submit – Lecture – Collaborate – Assess. This consistency supports students to understand workload 
expectations and predict weekly progress.

Learning materials 

CH1020 Preparatory Chemistry
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Information about what students can expect in laboratory practicals is provided in a separate folder.  Content within is logically 
organized and includes information about safety and induction.  Students can access a ‘virtual laboratory walk-through’ video 
created using a 3D camera.  This interactive resource provides students with a valuable introduction to the laboratory 
environment using a virtual reality tool.  Note: The Create Team in LTSE have 3D cameras.

Learning activities & interaction Use of technologies Learner support

CH1020 Preparatory Chemistry
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